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LUX 
A stone as heavy as all the sunlight over planet Earth. 2015

Stone weighed and gathered at the Chimborazo mountain, Ecuador. The place on Earth closest to the sun.





THE ENEMY
Photograph. Inkjet print. 140x200 cm. 2015



VOYAGER
Shirt found in a rainforest, and meteorite buttons. 2016







WALKING UNDER A CLOUD
Photographic documentation of  a performance. Inkjet print. 105x135cm. 2017



BANEQUE
A cristallized phantom island. 2016



2. On the area corresponding to the Atlantic Ocean, north of  the coast of  the 
Dominican Republic, there is a hole in the map. 
This hole, which has the shape of  an island, is the only missing part of  the map. 

3. Upon landing, the Taíno natives told Columbus of  an island 
called Baneque, which had all the richness he was searching for. 
Based on their indications, the sailor devoted the following 
two months searching for an island that does not exist.

1. First map known of  the American Continent, drawn 
by Christopher Columbus on his first expedition.

4. If  charted, the hole in Columbus map is located 4.2 miles into the 
ocean. Sea water has a concentration of  35gr of  salt per liter. In 2016, an 
expedition gathered 100 liters of  water, which after evaporating revealed 
the crystallized island.







LOST STAR
A 19th century edition of  Alexander von Humboldt’s Cosmos rendered blank by chemical process, and the extracted ink turned into a miniature. 2012-2013





THE INTRUDER
The top inch of  the highest mountain of  England. 2015



PHANTOM CAST
A phantom leg captured in a wooden box
Wooden box (32x65x28cm) and HD video (4’37”). 2017



A person who experiments ‘phantom sensations’ gets the shape 
of  her leg “cast” by the many hands of  a group of  performers. 
She instructs the performers on where to position their 
hands and fingertips as she actually feels them approaching 
her absent limb. Once they have mapped out and enclosed 
the missing leg the performers take it away very carefully and 
place it inside a wooden box.

Watch video (vimeo): https://vimeo.com/222327766
Password: phantom cast









THE MESSENGER
Soundtrack for an unfinished film; and, its original script. 
Installation
HD video. 2015-2016

For this installation, hundreds of  prints of  the original script of  unfinished Rus-
sian film The Messenger (2002) are placed on shelves around a large black cube. 
Inside the black cube, a video shows the actual 35mm filmstrip of  that unfinished 
film being used instead to produce sounds, thus the physical film becomes a musi-
cal instrument.



In 2002, an avalanche killed Russian actor and filmmaker 
Sergei Bodrov Jr. together with 48 members of  his crew, 
whilst filming the early scenes for his film The Messenger. 
The footage captured during the shoot survived remaining 
intact in the body of  a camera. The final frames of  the film-
strip remain unused, the scenes never to be shot. 
As a homage, this last fragment of  the original filmstrip has 
been used in a performance in which it is acoustically stimu-
lated: at last the film is able to give life to its own soundtrack.











CLOUD
A cloud captured inside a marble volume. 18x18x18 cm. 2012



Moment in which the cloud is being sucked into the vacuum 
cleaner. In its interior, the hollow marble sculpture replaces 
the regular bag.



FAILED DAWN
Sculpture
118 fluorescent lights. 300x170x155cm. 2008



ZEPHYR
Carl Jung’s birth chart and the scent of  Jaguars 
Installation
Marble container, sheet of  plexiglass, and slides projection. 2013-2014





Painting by Carl Gustav Jung depicting his 
‘birth chart’ (astrological map)

S L I D E S  S E Q U E N C E

“I never saw the civilizations of  the jaguar,” 
he wrote to a friend.

where a shaman pointed out the location for

Around 1930 he made an undetermined 
number of  three-dimensional translations 

of  his chart.

Diagram of  a vacuum cleaner.

the region where jaguars can be encountered.

None of  these models have survived.

A hollow replica of  the chart accustomed to 
operate as a vacuum cleaner bag.

Towards the end of  his life he regretted not 
having travelled south of  the US,

In 2014 it was taken to the Ecuadorian 
Amazon



THE EIGHT CONTINENT
Installation
Sheets of  paper made of  Amazon’s Ayahuasca plant; and, light boxes. 2013-2015





SOLARIS
Installation
Three photographic lenses generated by melting sand of  the Atacama Desert (Chile); 
and three photographic series produced with each lens, shown as slide projections. 2016-2017



1. Sand gathered at the Atacama Desert being melted.

3. The lenses are mounted on an analog camera. 4. The Atacam Desert being photographed by using lenses made from its own sand.

2. Polishing the cast glass into photographic lenses. Due to the impure desert sand, 
the lenses have many physical anomalies, distorting the images seen through it.





The Atacama Desert, in Chile, is the most arid place in the planet, therefore its 
atmospheric conditions are perfect for astronomical observations. Through time 
this immense territory has hosted many different human populations including the 
Incas, and nowadays impressive telescopes are installed there. 
Solaris proposes a notion of  the landscape as an observing subject rather than a 
passive object to be looked at; a notion of  a self-conscious landscape capable of  
reflecting upon itself. The Desert becomes capable of  looking at itself  once its 
sand has been transformed into photographic lenses, which consequently photo-
graph the desert.
Solaris takes inspiration from the sci-fi classic by Soviet writer Stanislaw Lem, 
which explores a potential type of  intelligence that is not centered on a brain but 
rather emanated by the sea of  a distant planet called Solaris.

Watch the three-channel slide projection (vimeo): 
https://vimeo.com/210254248
Password: solaris







CASCADE
Photograph. Inkjet print. 150x100 cm. 2010



Link: http://vimeo.com/104868373

ACCOMPANIMENT
An ode for a falling leaf
Performance documented on HD video. 2’04”. 2012



LA CLAIRVOYANCE (I)
Photograph of  a horse staring at a bubble made out of  his own semen
Inkjet print. 100X66.5cm. 2012



LA CLAIRVOYANCE (II)
Photograph of  a horse staring at a bubble made out of  his own semen
Inkjet print. 100X66.5cm. 2012



A KNIFE TO DEFEAT THE BREEZE
Ashes of  a cremated coyote fixated on acrylic sheets. 
40x40x30cm. 2010-2011





OBSIDIAN
Photograph
Inkjet print. 85x80cm. 2017



SILVER WAKE
Sculpture
A watch which hands palpitate without ever moving on, 
and its elongated wristband. 2010



Link: https://vimeo.com/104055367  Password: The Whisperer

THE WHISPERER
A bird sound is brought live from a forest into a music hall
Performance documented on HD video. 6’25”. 2014

https://vimeo.com/99205140




For this live performance, a long chain of  participants, covering a 
distance of  several kilometers, physically “broadcast” the sounds 
of  a random bird in the forest, bringing them into the city. 
Each participant faithfully replicates the sound received from the 
previous person; nevertheless, the musical instrument used by 
each participant inevitably transforms the sound they attempt 
to imitate. 
The traveling sound begins with a bird singing in a forest, fol-
lowed by a whistling birdwatcher, followed in the chain by sing-
ers, and by winds; they are continued by brass and then string 
instruments, which are followed by percussions that equally in-
clude drums and even the slapping of  car doors. Therefore, as 
the original birdsound is repeated by different instruments it gets 
deeply distorted. Finally the sound is imitated by a beat-boxer, and 
it reaches the city’s music hall where it is followed by the sounds 
of  flamenco heels which is corresponded by the moves of  the last 
man standing in the chain, a karate master.







Link: https://vimeo.com/39544293

THE MANIFESTO OF GOODNESS
The artist takes a mouthful of  milk from a cow, walks several hours while holding it, and finally offers it to a cat 
Performance documented in 12 analog slides. 2012

https://vimeo.com/39544293
https://vimeo.com/39544293


THE TELEPATHY MANIFESTO
The artist catches with his own eyes the tears of  a man on a bridge
Performance documented on HD video. 1’37”. 2011

Link: http://vimeo.com/47422380



ARMOR
Inkjet print. 66x45cm. 2015



Link (excerpt): http://vimeo.com/102821470

A HYMN
Drums synchronized to sweat 
Performance documented on HD video. 12’30”. 2013



ALL THE BLINKS
Inkjet print. 150x100 cm. 2009-2011

All of  James Dean’s blinks





THE PERMANENT BLINK
Video installation
All of  James Dean’s blinks glowing through a wall. 2009-2010



All of  James Dean’s blinks were collected from every one of  
the films in which he performed. The resulting 951 blinks 
were sequentially arranged to create a video piece. 
As an apparition, this video can be seen on the gallery wall, 
being projected through it, without any visible holes or 
marks. 
No video equipment can be found by the public, only the 
tiny video projection that somehow appears on the un-
touched wall’s surface.Watch video source: https://vimeo.com/17932025



A YEAR OF NOTHINGNESS
Inkjet print. 120x120cm. 2015

Throughout decades Emma Darwin’s diaries show many empty pages, much different than the overloaded famous diaries of  hers husband, Charles.  
By selecting pages from different from all of  Mrs. Darwin diaries, a whole sequential year in which nothing was written is disclosed.







AFTERWORD
The spirit of  Nietzsche remembers how to dance
Installation
Analog slide projection, piece of  paper taken from an original Nietzsche’s typed script, 14 inkjet prints, and HD video. 2014-2015





Due to his messy handwriting and sight complications,
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche acquired a typewriter.

S L I D E S  S E Q U E N C E

Nietzsche expected the typewriter to transform his way 
of  thinking,

It was a Malling Hansen “Writing Ball”.

“It will enable me to write books that are the opposite 
of  those I have written,” he predicted.

He wrote of  dancing himself  “as if  something super-
natural” echoed out of  him.

In his room, undisturbed, Nietzsche spent hours teach-
ing his fingers “to dance with the Malling-Hansen”.

None of  these models have survived.

However, the typewriter was damaged during shipping 
which led it to produce typing errors.

Long after his death, a tiny piece of  paper was torn 
from one of  Nietzsche’s typed manuscripts.

Johanne, one of  Rasmus’ daughters, even became a 
psychic medium

The philosopher would try over and over to find a way 
to use it regardless.

Consequently a psychic medium used it to contact him





V I D E O  S T I L L



Initially a self-taught artist in his native Ecuador, Oscar Santillán went on to earn an MFA from the VCU 
Sculpture Department (US). He has been an artist-in-residence at Delfina Foundation (UK), Van Eyck 
(NL), Skowhegan (US), Fondazione Ratti (IT), Davidoff  Art Initiative (DO), and Seven Below (US).

The work of  Santillán quietly unveils uncharted aspects of  reality and history. His practice seeks to 
transgrede the building of  Western reality, which is based on binary contraries—good/bad, black/white, 
man/woman, truth/lies. These categories dissolve in his work, opening up a larger sense of  what is 
possible. He offers us physical evidence of  a territory beyond reality, where a phantom limb is captured, 
the weight of  light over planet Earth is measured, and the dance of  a dead philosopher is brought back 
to life.

Santillán has hold solo exhibitions at Witte de With (NL), MUAC (MX), Fundación ODEON (CO), 
Spazio Calderara (IT), FLORA ars+natura (CO), among others. Group shows include LACMA (US), 
Irish Museum of  Modern Art (IE), Kröller-Müller Museum (NL), FRAC île-de-france (FR), IV Trienal 
Poli/gráfica (PR), STUK (BE), SECCA (US), Voorlinden Museum (NL), XIII Bienal de Cuenca (EC), 
Passerelle Centre d’art contemporain (FR), Museo de Arte ‘Carrillo Gil’ (MX), Nest (NL), Sala Miró 
Quesada (PE), Bonnefanten Museum (NL), Bienal de Arte Paíz (GT), Marres (NL), among other ven-
ues.

Santillán’s work has been the subject of  articles, reviews, and interviews published in Frieze magazine, 
Art Pulse, Elephant, Art Nexus, Art Monthly, Exibart, Metropolis M, to name but a few. 

contact: studiosantillan@gmail.com
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